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REVERBERATION EFFECTS ON DIRECTIONALITY AND RESPONSE OF STATIONARY
MONOPOLE AND DIPOLE SOURCES IN A WIND TUNNEL
Kenneth J. Baumeister
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135
ABSTRACT
Analytical solutions for the three-dimensional inhomogeneous wave equation
with flow in a hardwall rectangular wind tunnel and in the free field are
presented for a stationary monopole noise source. Dipole noise sources are
calculated by combining two monopoles 180 0 out of phase. Numerical
calculations for the modal content, spectral response and directivity for both
monopole and dipole sources are presented. In addition, the effect of tunnel
alterations, such as the addition of a mounting plate, on the tunnels
reverberant response are considered. In the frequency range of practical
importance for the turboprop response, important features of the free field
directivity can be approximated in a hardwall wind tunnel with flow if the
mayor lobe of the noise source is not directed upstream. However, for an
omnidirectional source, such as a monopole, the hardwall wind tunnel and free
field response will not comparable.
INTRODUCTION
The relatively hiqh fuel economy available from propeller-driven aircraft
has renewed interest in high speed, highly loaded multiple blade turboprop
propulsion systems. The undesirable features of community noise and, more
importantly, the high intensity cabin noise associated with the propellers
supersonic helical tip speeds have stimulated new theoretical and experimental
research on the acoustic characteristics of turboprops.
The acoustic testing of propellers at realistic inflow Mach ovimbers can be
carried out in flight using a suitably scaled model, or performed in a wind
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tunnel capable of producing high subsonic flow velocities, again using a scale
„
	
model. Since the cost of flight testing is high, acoustic testing with
supersonic helical tip speed propellers has initially been carried out in the
8 by 6 ft transonic wind tunnel at the Lewis Research Center (1-66). Figure 1
displays typical propeller models mounted in the Lewis 8 by 6 wind tunnel.
The propeller is driven at the desired speed by an air drive. Noise
measurements are made with pressure transducers installed flush with the
tunnel walls, through the bleed holes shown in the photograph or on added
structures such as the boundary layer refraction plate. As seen in Fig. 1,
the hard tunnel wall, wings, or refraction plates could produce significant
reverberation effects; thus, the accuracy of the noise measurements has been
questioned. In measurements of this t ype, the test site is essentially a duct
containing a noise source represented by the propeller. It is not clear that
this test environment will generally produce results for directivity or
amplitude which have any relationship to flight test results, although some
initial flight to wind tunnel comparisons with the NASA Dryden Jet star
aircraft ( 7.8) have indicated reasonable agreement.
Dittmar ( g ) has qualitatively argued that flow convection and the highly
directional nature of a typical propeller noise source will minimize
reverberation effects when the tunnel Mach number is greater than 0.6.
However, Eversman and Baumeister (10) found the acoustic radiation field to be
substantially altered by the presence of the duct except perhaps very near the
propeller. They found a strong resemblance between the acoustic directivity
on the duct wall and the general shape of the free field directivity for side
line angles of 45 0 to 135 0 . For side line angles less than 45° or greater
than 135 0 , similarity between duct directivity and free field could not be
expected.
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Because of computer storage limitations, the results of Ref. 10 were bases;
on axial Mach numbers less than -0.5 and source frequencies approximately 25
percent of the turboprop test frequency (1000 Hz). Considerations in this
paper will be given to the actual rectangular form of the B by 6 Lewis wind
tunnel, the design frequency (1000 Hz) and the design Mach number of O.B.
It is the purpose of the present investigation to mathematically model in
closed form the radiation patterns of stationary monopoles and dipoles in a
hard wall version of the NASA 8 by 6 wind tunnel, in free space, and in a half
space adjacent to a solid infinite plane. In contrast to the cylindrical
geometry and low frequency results of Ref. 10, the acoustic response for the
NASA a by 6 wind tunnel will be determined for a rectangular geometry in the 	 #
P
frequency range associated with the first harmonic of the propeller tests
(1000 Hz).
The analysis to follow models the pressure solutions for a stationary
monopole in an infinite duct with flow. First, the appropriate governing wave 	 k
equations and boundary conditions will be presented and solved. Next, the
free field pressure solutions for a monopole source as given by Goldstein (11)
is developed in terms of the duct coordinate system. These solutions are used
to describe the resonance frequencies and modal amplitudes of the 8 by 6 wind
tunnel. Finally, for a monopole and dipole source in the tunnel, the spectral
response, directionality, and spectral response changes due to.the addition of
panels or other superstructure into the tunnel are determined.
NOMENCLATURE
A	 constant of integration
a	 integer index, see Eq. (A51)
B	 constant of integration
b	 integer index, see Eq. (A51)
C	 constant of integration
3
c dimensionless	 sonic velocity,	 c*/H*f* Eq.	 (4)
Do dipole strength
f* frequency, Hz
H* tunnel height, m
1 V -'
Knm defined Eq.	 (0)
k wave number, w/c
kx,ky,kz wave number in respective coordinates
L dimensionless tunnel width, 	 L*,'H*
M Mach number-,	 U*/c*
Mo Mach number V/c
Ms source Mach number
m transverse "z" mode number
Nm number of	 m	 modes
Nn number of	 n	 modes
n transverse mode number
P dimensionless acoustic pressure,	 P*/p*c*2
qo time independent monopole source strength
q dimensionless monopole strength, 	 (H*/c*)q*
qo spatially independent monopole source strength
Re equivalent	 radius,	 defined	 Eq.	 (21)
r radius
rs source	 radius, defined Eq.	 (24)
T* period,	 sec
t dimensionless time.	 t*/T*
U axial mean velocity, cM - U*/H*f*
v negative image of axial velocity,	 - U
v dimensionless acoustic velocity,	 see Eq.	 (2)
4
K	 function of x
x	 dimensionless axial coordinate, x*/H*
Y	 function of y
y	 dimensionless transverse coordinate, y*/H*
z	 function of z
z	 dimensionless transverse coordinate, z /H*
c1nm	 mode factor, Eqs. (11) and (12)
0m	 defined Eq. (17)
Sn	 defined Eq. (16)
y	 Mach number convection factor, Eq. (13)
d	 delta function
e	 source-observer angle, defined Eq. (20)
dimensionless perturbation velocity potential, c^*/c*H*
eigen-function
dimensionless angular velocity, 21rf*T*
5i !bscripts
f fixed coordinates
g Galilean coordinates
m transverse "z" mode number
n transverse "y" mode number
o space independent
s source position
+ positive	 x	 direction
- negative	 x	 direction
supe rscripts
* dimensional	 quantity
' coordinate system Eq.	 (All)
" coordinate system,
	
Eq.	 (A25)
i
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WIND TUNNEL MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The first solution to be presented is for a stationary monopole source in
a duct with flow as shown in Fig. 2. The equations and boundary conditions
describing the sound propagation will now be presented along with their
solutions.
Governing Equations
The linearized gas-dynamic equations for a monopole noise source are given
by Goldstein ((11), Eq. (1.11)) in vector form. For the rectangular duct in
the fixed coordinate system of Fig. 2, these equations can be combined to
obtain a dimensionless wave equation of the following form:
2 a	 2 2 a	 a . - 2M 3 o
	
- 1 a	 q	 (1)
(1 - M) ax  + a 2 + 3Z  c atfaxf c 2 at  =f
	 y
	 f	 f
where
vx= axf	 vY	 (2)ayf	 vz = azf
i
and
P-^ 
a^-M ^ 	 (3)
The usual notation for velocity potential, acoustic velocity, and acoustic
pressure are used. These and other symbols are defined in the nomenclature.
Here, the dimensionless speed of sound c is defined as
The asterisks denote dimen
For a monopole source,
2	 2	 2
ax f	ayf	azf
c*
c = H*f*	 (4)
sional quantities.
wave Eq. (1) can be rewritten as
2M a 2m	 _ 1 a2
F_
 axfatf	
c 2 at f
g0 ( t f ) d ( x f ) a (Y f - Y s )d(z f - z s )	 (5)
6
7The solution to Eq. (5) can be more conveniently obtained by first rewriting
Eq. (5) in a Galilean ( x g , y9' z9' t9 ) system moving with the flow, and
then transforming into a Lorentz coordinate system, as outlined by Morse and
Ingard ((12), pp. 701 and 722). The standard separation of variable solution
in the Lorentz system and transform back into the tunnel coordinate system
shown in Fig. 2 yields
N +5 N +5
4e 	 y	 z	
^'nm(y'z)Tom(ys'zs) 
P(x'Y'z't)
	 2L	 a 0 a K	
-(2
 [1 - ManmKnmsgn(x - xs)]
n=0 m=0	 n m nm nm
x exp (cw ( x
 - xs)Y2(anmKnmsgn(x - x s ) - M^ e
- iwt	
(6)
where	
L
w* - 21rf* or w - 2e
	 (7)
(the frequency f* is tied to the definition of t - f*t* in the
dimensionless representation of w}
Knm	 (1 - \nirc/2 - ( ircYJ	 (8)Y	 Y
Tnm(y'z) = cos(n,ry) cos ( L z)	 (9)
m,rzs
^nm(y s z s )	 cos(n,ry s ) 
cos (-I— (10)
	
2	 2
nm
1 when ` Y^` ) +(Y^^) < 1	 (11)
/\2	 \2
anm = + i when IYCO	+IY^w > 1
	 (12)
Y2	 1	
2	
\	 /	 (13)
1 - M
Ny = integer,()
	 (14)
1
N z = integer 
F(c)
(15)
Om = 1	 m = 0	 Om = z	 m > 0	 (17)
	
x - x 	 (18)
sgn(x — x s ) = I
x - x Is
Details of the derivation are given in Appendix A.
Equation (6) describes the acoustic pressure in the duct for a harmonic
(eiwt = e12,rf*t) source of strength Q o
 at position xs'ys'zs'
As seen in Eqs. (6), (11), and (12), the pressure is composed of a finite
number of propagating acoustic modes (a nm = 1) and an infinite number of
nonpropagating modes (evanescent, a nm = i). At sufficient distance from the
source, the evanescent modes may generally be ignored. For this particular
analysis, approximately five components of evanescent modes are used in the
numerical calculations.
Also, as seen in Eqs. (6) and (8) for a given geometry, Mach number, and
driving frequency f*(c - c*/H*f*), K nm will go to zero and P will
approach infinity (resonance). Figure 3 shows experimental data (13) taken in
the NASA Lewis acoustic duct laboratory for a compact combination of monopoles
(small Set). For the resonance frequencies determined from Eq. (8), the
pressure exhibits the predicted singular behavior; however, real fluid effects
such as viscosity and nonlinearities limit the pressure jump. In addition, as
seen by the center microphone curve, if the eigen-function 
Tnm 
(y,z) goes
to zero, T	 will dominate over the singularity. This observation is
nm
used in the numerical calculations near a singularity
are Performed directly on a singularity.
8
Also, no calculations
-	 zam=.,..- -
	
--
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Finally, for a low frequency where only plane waves propagate, the n - 0
and m = 0 pressure mode from Eq. (6) is for x s
 equal to zero
Sfl - M sgn(x)^	 itaX so n x	 -iwt
P(x^Y^z^t)	 2L	 2	 °Xp	 2	 °	 (19)
	
(1 - M )
	 c (1 - M )
which is the classic plane wave propagation equation. The convective wave
amplification dump at x equals zero comes directly from the M sgn (x) term.
Free Field Mathematical Model
The free field pressure solution for a moving (M s ) monopole source is
given by Goldstein (11) in Eq. (1.111) in terms of an effective radius Re
a
defined by Eq. (1.106). In terms of the x,y,z,t coordinate system of
Fig. 2, the free field pressure can be expressed for a fixed source in a
moving fluid (M	 - Ms)
Qo a-iwt	 iw	 M( cos e + M1
P(x,y,z,t) =
	 2 [ c - Re(1 + M cos e), 
° iwRe/c
	
(20)
,14,rRe(1 + M cos e)
	
-M(x - xs) +	 (x - :Xs) + (1 - M 2 )rsRe =	 1 - M2	 (21)	 )
-
	
cos 6 + M
	
(x	 xs)
Re	
(22)
(x - x ) 2 + (1 - M2 )r2
1+ M cos e	 s 
Re	
s	 (23)
rs ° ( y - Ys) 2 + ( z - z s ) 2
	(24)
Equations (21) and (24) can be determined by reducing the general vector
equation in Goldstein; however, these equations are explicitly developed by
Morse and Ingard ((12), pp. 718-719).
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Plane Wall Mathematical Model
The solution for a monopole adjacent to an infinite flat plane can be
obtained directly from Eq. (20) by combining with a mirrored image source
((11), p. 62) of equal magnitude at location - ys,
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In the calculations to follow, the analytical equations of the past
sections will be used to determine tunnel resonance, tunnel frequency
response, source directionality, modal energy content, tunnel alterations, and
dipole response. The flow Mach number is taken to be 0.0 in all calculations
to be presented. In the pressure response plots to follow, the absolute value
of the pressure squared is plotted in log coordinates in the form
10 log (P 2 + 1)	 (25)
The source strength Q 
	
in Eqs. (6) and (19) was arbitrarily chosen as 8.1
such that the 10 log P 2 had a value in the range of 30 to 70. The 1 in
Eq. (25) was added to prevent negative value of the log at low frequencies.
For all practical frequencies
10 log (P 2 + 1) 0 10 log P 2	(26)
Duct Resonance Frequencies
The resonance frequencies of the 8 by 6 wind tunnel were calculated from 	
`k,_
Eqs. (4) and (8) for various n and m modal numbers when K nm is set to
zero. The results of these calculations are displayed in Fig. 4, where a
solid black line represents a duct resonance frequency. Below a frequency of
100 Hz discrete resonance values can be seen. The first resonance frequency
occurs at 40 Hz. However, above 100 Hz the resonance frequencies become very•
dense and the individual modes are not distinguishable.
Figure 5 zooms in on the narrow band of frequencies about 1000 Hz where
many experiments were conducted (1^ 5). Since the modes are dense, it would be
difficult to not excite many adjacent modes with turboprop noise. The BPF
(Blade Passing Frequency) tone would not be narrow enough to avoid the duct
resonances of Fig. 5.
Spectral Response
the spectral response of a monopole located in the center of the 8 by 6
wind tunnel (x s = 0, y s = 0.5, z s o 0.375) is shown in Fig. 6. The
response is measured at a position in the corner of the tunnel (x = 0.5,
y = 0, z = 0), where all the duct modes are present and cut-off modes have a
chance to decay. Recall the discussion of Fig. 3, by placing a microphone in
a corner all the resonance modes will be observed. In the frequency range of
Fig. 6, 1114 duct resonance values occur.
In Fig. 6, the response of the same strength monopole in the free field
and adjacent to an infinite flat plane are also shown. Clearly, the
theoretical response in the duct of the monopolf, is considerably higher than
in the free field. Figure 7 displays the same information in a narrow band
about 1000 Hz. At low frequencies and certain key frequencies as seen in Fig.
6, the pressure response in the duct drops below the free field response.
The 
`ynm 051zs) term in Eqs. (6) and (10) partly accounts for this
drop. For the present example (Figs. 6 and 7), y 	 is 0.5 and z s /L is
0.375; consequently,
ynm(ys,zs) =cos (2_) cos 
\2r)	
(27)
For all propagating modes when n or m is odd, the value of Tnm will
be identical to zero. As a result, the spectral response strongly depends on
the position of the source.
Source Directionality
Figures 8 to 10 show directionality results for source frequencies of 40,
90, and 1000 Hz. In Fig. 8, at the frequency of 40 Hz only the plane wave
propagates. Ahead of the source (x T < 0) the flow raises the pressure level
11
to nearly 30 while the pressure level trailing the source falls to about 10,
i
Thus, a convective amplification of about 20 d0 is seen. The pressure
i
	
j	 variation in the vicinity of the source is due solely to cut-off modes.
For the calculation displaced in Fig. 9, four higher order propagating
modes exist at a slightly higher driving frequency of 90 Hz. The pressure
near x - 0 is only a rough approximation in this range. Figure 10 displays
similar results for a multimodal 1000 Hz source.
Similar to the propeller in a wind tunnel reported by Fversman and
Baumeister (10) discussed earlier, for side line angles less than 45 0
 or
greater than 135 0
 the similarity between duct directivity and free field can
	
=	 not be expected. In the free field, the pressure fails off as one over r
	
rj	 while in the duct the propagating mode remains at constant amplitude.
Ll
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Modal Amplitudes
For a 1000 Hz source, Fig. 11 displays the modal amplitudes as a function
of their cut-off fr,:rci:»ncy. As discussed in the introduction, this closed
form analysis was to be used to verify three-dimensional numerical approaches
to the noise source problem which could handle the added complications of soft
walls and variable area sheared flows. However, the use of conventional
i
finite difference or finite element theories would be difficult because the
modal amplitude, increase with frequency. Resolution of the near cut-off
modes would require a prehibitively large number of transverse grid points or
elements to resolve the harmonic pressure oscillations associated with the
high cut off frequencies.
Tunnel Al terations
As shown in Fig. 1, the wind tunnel is often modified by the addition of
wall plates or wings, which can change the reverberation characteristics of a
tunnel. Figure 12 shows the effect of lowering the tunnel wall 0.1 and 0.2
dimensional increments. As seen in Fig. 12, the average directionality is
12
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rimilar although the level shifts on average by as much as 10 downstream of
the source.
Dipole Response
A propeller, as considerea in Ref. 10, has its major noise lobe pointed
downstream at an oblique angle and a small residual component pointed
upstream. As suggested by Dittmar ( g ). the strong axial directivity of the
propeller noise source could reduce reverb;ra F ion effects in the vicinity of
the source. The monopole just discussed, however, is an omnidirectional
source. To eliminate the upstream component of Lhe monopole, a dipole was
chosen with the alignment shown in Fig. 13. In contrast to the monopole, a
dipole noise source has strong directionality depending on its orientation.
In the case shown in Fig. 13, the pressure lobes are directed toward the side
walls, and in principle, could be swept downstream,
The pressure response of a dipole in a tunnel was modeled as two point
harmonic monopoles 180° out of phase separated by a small distance 2h. The
strength of a free field monopole Q 0
 to simulate a dipole of strength D,
can be expressed as ((14), p. 572) Eq. (13.482))
D
Uo
 ° 2h 	 (28)
f:Figure 13 displays the frequency response of this dipole to the narrow
band about 1000 Hz. As seen in this spectral plot, many of the harmonic peaks
of Fig. 7 have been cancelled. Figure 14 shows the directionality of a source
at 1000 Hz. In the vicinity of the source, the dipoles average pressure
response roughly follows the response of the dipole in the free field. Again,
as with the propeller analysis of Ref. 10, for side line angles less than 450
or greater than 135° similarity between duct directivity and free field could
not be expected. The amplitudes of the tunnel and free field response are now
	 I ,
within 10. In an actual transonic tunne'I, as shown in Fig. 1, the walls have
13	 ';
holes and will therefore appear soft in an acoustic sense. Consequently, the
difference between the free field and tunnel results shown in Fig. 14 would be
the maximum possible. in the actual tunnel, soft wall absorption will occur
and the tunnel and free field values will approach each ether more closely.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Analytical solutions for the three-dimensional inhomogeneous wave equation
with flow in a hard wall wind tunnel and in the free field are presented for a
monopole noise source. Numerical calculation for the modal content, spectral
response, and directivity for both monopole and dipole sources are presented.
In the frequency range of practical importance to turboprop response, some
t
important features of the free field directivity can be approximated in a hard 	 1
wall wind tunnel with flow if the major lobe of the noise source is not
directed upstream. However, for a omnidirectional source, such as a monopole,
the wind tunnel and free field response will not be comparable.
14
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APPENDIX A
Wind Tunnel Solution
As shown in the body of the report, for a monopole source, the wave
Eq. (1) can be written as
( 1 -M2) a^ +a^ + a^
- cM ax a
ax f 	ay f 	az f 	
The solution to Eq. (Al) can be mor
Eq. (Al) in a Galilean (x9,y9,z9,t9
Therefore, assume
I	 a 
2 (P
c 2 atf
g o ( t f )d(x f ) d (Y f - Y s ) d ( z f - zs)
conveniently obtained by rewriting
system moving with the flow.
(A1)
i
x  - x 9 + Utg 	x 9 + CMt 9 	xg = x  - Ut f 	(A2)
y f = yg ,	 zf = zg,	 tf = t
g
	(A3-5)
As discussed by Morse and Ingard ((12), p. 701), the space derivatives are
invariant under this transformation; however, the time derivatives become
	
n n_	 a.	
a	
a_ 
ax	
aip U a tp
at 	 at  at 	 ax  at 	 at 	 ax 
2	 2	 2	 2
?%	 2U a'0—+U2^
at  = at 
	 at9ax9	 ax 
	
f	 g	 g
where U equals CM as defined in the list of symbols. Thus, the wave
Eq. (Al) becomes
(A6)
(A7)
i	
{
22	 2a 0 + a+
	ax9	 ay22 	 az22	 c2
Finally, to match the gener
p. 45) and Morse and Ingard
2
a^ = go (t9 ) d(x + Ut 9
 
M y 9  - Y s ) d ( z 9 - z s )	 (A8)
9
31 form of equations as used by Goldstein ((10),
((12), p. 721) which employ moving source, let
15
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U ° - V
	 (Ag)
Therefore Eq. (12) becomes
a^ + 82(o + 32(o - 12 &2,0 ° g
o(t9 )d(x - Vt g
 MY - ys) d ( z g - z s )	 (A10)
ax9	ay9	az9	c at
To obtain a solution of Eq. (A10), Morse and Ingard ((12), p. 722) suggest
employing a Lorentz transformation of the form
X1 . Y(xg - Vt9)	 / y' ° Y9 \
	
z' ° Z9	 (All-13)
	
to
	 Y Ct g - V2 x 91	 (A14)
\	 c	 //
or combining Eqs. (All) and (A14)
I
	
t g ° Y (t' + V2 x'1	 (A15)	 f
\	 c
where
T	 °	
1 (Al 6)	 j.
1	 - M2
/ \ 2	 / \2
M2 ° (	 ° ( q 1
E
Vl (A17)
\\
E
In contrast to the Galilean transform, booth sppac
llllll
e and time are involved in the
transform.	 Noting that y[x9(,:',t'),t9(x',t'))
a	 x'	 t' atp_ ax'	 2m— at '	 a^
+ -
(Ale)
ax ax'	 ax	 at'	 ax	 Y ax' Y	 2 at'9 9	 9 c i
a2o^p
	
°
2 a 2,P 	 -V	 a 2m	 2
Y	
2	
+ Y
VZ (A19)
ax
2 ax'at'ax,2	 c2 at'c 4 f
9
a x' t Z - atp at' + ^ ax' - av - V a^_	 (p20)
at 	 at' at 	 ax , at 	 Y at'	 Y ax'
A2 12	 z	 2 
_ 
Y?	
' - 2Y2V at 2t' + Y
2 V2 824,2	 (A21)
at 	 at
,2	
ax
16
d(xg - Vtg ) . d (Y^l (A22)
and using Eq. (A15)
go(tg)	 . qo IY
\ It'
	
+ VZ x'll
 
c	
.ji /l
(A23)
Thus,	 the wave equation in the Lorentz system becomes
2
a v
2	 2	 23 ,P
	 a^	 ^ av+
8x' 2
+	 -	
= Yq	 (Yt')d(x')d(Y'	 -
ay 
1 2	az ,2	c2	at ,2	 ° Y') d ( z '	 -	 z')s	 s (A24)
The	 V/c 2 x' term in	 qo	 was dropped because the right hand side of
Eq.	 (A24)	 has a nonzero value only when
	 x'	 equals zero because	 of	 6(x').
Finally, the wave equation reduces to an equivalent stationary system when
it is assumed
5
1
X1 = xn/Y 	xn = Yx'	 (A25)
Y" = Y'/.Y
	
Y" - YY'
	
(A26)
z' = Z°/Y	 Z° = YZ'
	
(A27)
t  = t 1/Y
	to = Yt'
	
(A28)
	
i
As a result,	 1
also
therefore,
and
Al. Y2 j29 (same for y, z, and t)
ax'
2
	ax"
W	 m	
x" 1	
m
I c	 d(x')dx' = J	 d (Y ) Y dx'' = J	 d( x")dx" 5 1
1x"Y d Y 1 = d(x")
d (Y!I) d (Y ) d (Y") = Y3d(x°)d(y°)d(z°)
(A29)
ti.
(A30)
(A31)
(A32)
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Thus, the wave equation in stationary coordinates becomes
52	 2
	 ' ,P	 2
, Y2g ( t+ 
as + a	 a-2	 _	
c2	
o")a(x")a(Y"	 -	 Y11)6( Z11	 -	 z s)a^ (A33)
Lets now assume the driving source to be harmonic and of the form
(P(xUall' tu)	 a §(x",y",z")e-iwt" 	 and
	
qo(t)	 a Qo 
e-1wt" (A34)
Consequently,	 the governing wave equation becomes
2	 2	 2
+	 + k
24 a Y2go a ( x")a(y")a ( z°)
°2 +ax a2
	
az02
(A35)
Y
where	 k	 equals	 w/c
The solution to a form of Eq.	 (A35)	 is considered by Morse and	 Ingard
((12),	 p.	 500).	 Because of certain differences,	 some details of the solution
to Eq.	 (A35)	 are now presented.	 Assuming
.1 	-	 X(x")Y(y")z(z")
and substitution into homogeneous form of Eq. 	 (A35)
1	 a 2 Y	 + 1	 a 2 Z	 + k2	 1	 a 2 X + k2
= _
	
=
Y 
ay 1 2	 z az „2	 X 8x „2	 x
where	
k 
	 is the separation constant. 	 The solution for	 X(x")	 yleld
-ik x"
	 ik	 x”
X= c l e	 x	 + c 2 e	 x (A36)
For the imposed exit condition of no reflection at + and - infinity,
+ik	 x”	 •
xX = c + e	 x" > o (A37)
n
i
J
-ikxx"
X	 c e X11 < o (A38)
18
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2	 21 a 	 +k2_k2=-1 a 	
=k 2 	(A39)
Z az „2	 x	 Y ayu2	 y
which yields
Y a A. cos ky Y11	 + A2	 sin	 ky
	
Y11 (A40)
and
Z	 B1 cos k z z”	 + B2 sin k z z"	 z" (A41)
where i
k? = k 2 - kx - ky (A42) }
The transverse boundary condition at the hard wall
	
requires	 the acoustic
velocities to be zero. 	 According to Eq.	 (2) at	 y t - y" - o	 and z t	 z"	 = 0,
4
i
ay/ay" - 0	 and	 az/az" - 0,	 thus d
rc
+ik x"
x= C+ cos k 	 y" cos k z	
Z
ile "	 > 0 (A43)
+ik x"
C- cos k 	 y" cos k z z"e	 x	 x" < 0 (A44)
The second boundary condition requires the velocity to be zero at yt = 1
and	 z t - L	 as	 shown in Fig.	 2.	 In the coordinate transform,
	 this requires
that the velocity be zero at	 y" - y and	 z" - yL.	 Consequently, the
eigen-values	
k 
	 and	 k z	 are such that Eqs.	 (A43)	 and	 (A44)	 Lecome
+1k	 x"
4nm(x",y",z")	 = C + cos 
Ytt 
y"
cos Yir 
z" e	 x	 x"> 0 (A45)
-i k x"
= C- cos 
YTM 
y" cos 
Yir
z" e	 x	 x" < 0 (A46)
where
k	 1c) -
(n.irc^
- (ymL) A47yx
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Equations (A45) and (A46) represent the separate homogeneous solution to
the wave Eq. (A35) in the negative and positive domain of the spatial
variable x. What remains is to determine the constants C + and C - from
the nonhomogenous term on the right hand side of Eq. (A35).
For the no flow case considered here, the x momentum equation can be
integrated between x ° - c and x = + c. As c goes to zero, it is seen
that both the pressure and the velocity potential are continuous across a
monopole. Consequently C + and C- are equal in magnitude and
Eqs. (A45) and (A46) become
ik ^x"^
4 n (x",y",z") = Cnm cos Y—" y" cos YL 
z" e x(A48)
In contrast, a dipole would have continuous velocity and a discontinuous
pressure and velocity potential.
The last step remaining is to determine the constant C nm . For
simplicity, let
1k ix"I
	
4`nm ° Cnm e x	 (A49)
Thus,
n=o m=o
*nm cos Y—° y" cos YL 
z"	 (A50)
Substituting Eq. (A50) into the wave Eq. (A33), multiplying both sides of the
equation by cos airy/ Y cos b,rz/YL and integrating yields for any value of
n or m
P P	 1
J Y
L 
J Y ax°2 +[k2 (Y
—
"1 2
 rYL12 14'nm cos n-Y cos mYL cos aY^ cos bY^ u dy dz
o d	 ` J	 ` J J
(7L /"Y 	u	 "	 n	 "
J J Y 
2 Q a ( x ) d ( y — yus ) d(z — z s ) cos 
air y"
 cos bYL dy"dz"	 (A51)
i
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The above integration will remove the delta function from the differential
equation, because for any function g
- y s) g ( y " ) dy - 9( y s)	 (A52)P011
Finally, because of the orthogonality of the cosine, Eq. (A51) becomes
a2 .y	 2	 2	 Q d(x")	 nn y" cos m—" z"n	 r  2_ (ne	 (n,r	 o	 v s	 Yl—s	 A53)
ax"m
 + Lk	 \Y) - TO 41nm '	 cosL ffnQm
where
r
	
fin - 1	 n- o	 f i 
n 
- Z	 n> o	 (A54)
9	 'i
DM 	 1	 m- 0	 13Mm - z	 m> o	 (A55)
'	 The multiple values of fl 	 are a consequence of the properties of the
n
{	 integral of cos 2ny".
Finally, substituting Eq. (A49) back into Eq. (A53), integrating both
sides of the equation between x - - e and x = + c and letting c approach
zero (see (12). p. 133 for details) yields
{}^ 	 i QO COs Y 
YS COs YL Zs
I	 Enm	 2 kxLfin(im	 (A56)
For ease of calculation let kx in Eq. (A47) be rewritten as
	
kx ° c Knma	
(A57)
as defined by Eqs. (8), (11), and (12) in the body of the report. Thus,
m mm`
n=p m=o
	
iQ cos n=` y" cos 
mrt 
Z"	 „ 
cos	 „ e 
is K	 "o	 s	 L s	 nny_	 m,rz	 nm nm c ^x	 (A58)
2` anmKnmOn13m	
cos Y	 YL 
Equation (A58) represents the potential in the stationary system. This
equation must be transformed back into the tunnel coordinate system in
Fig. 2. First, the equation is transformed back into the Lorentz's system by
substituting Eqs. (A25) to (A28) into Eq. (A58) to yield
W	 90
-lgoc	 cos	 n,rys
mez'
cos	 s cos n,ry'
,
cos	 'pLz
O(x',Y',z') 2Lm Era 8 0 K	 amm^mnm
n=o moo
m
x e l c
,
YIx	 lanmknm (A59)
where Eq.	 (A34)
w(x',yI,z',t')	 ° O(x',y',z')e-
mY (A60)
Next,	 Eqs. (A59) and (A60) must be transformed to the Galilean
(x 9 ,y g ,z 9 ,t 9 )	 system. Multiplying Eq. (A14)	 by	 Y
Yt ,	 = Y 2 t 9 - V 
	
x 9 Y 2
c
(A61)
and noting that
t g 	t 9 (1	 - M2 )	 + M 2 t g
t	 t
= -2 + M 2 tg = 2 +
2
^2 t
9 (A62)
Y Y c
then replacing t9 	in Eq.	 (A61) with Eq. (A62)
2
Yt' = t g - 2 (x g - Vt g )	 (A63)
c
Substituting Eqs. (All), (Al2), (A3), (A63), and (A9) into Eqs. (A59) and
(A60) yields
m m
v	
-iL c 
12:
Y (Y .z ) y (Y r z ) e 141 a K Y ^x + V t
,)	 c nm nm	 g	 o g
^(x 9 .. Y g'	 2Lm 8n8mKnmanm
n-o moo
(A64)
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	w( xg ,Yg P z g ,t g ) ° O(xgpygozg) e-1wt
	
imY2V/c 2 ( xg + Uotg)
9 e
	 (A65)
where
m,rz
Tnm(ys'zs) ° cos n,ry s cos L s (A66)
m,rz
	lynm(yg'zg) ° cos n,ryg cos	
g	 (A67)
The sign of (x + U ot) in Eq. (A65) need not be considered because this will
be removed in the next transform to tunnel coordinates.
Substituting Eqs. (A2) to (A5) into Eqs. (A64) and (A65) yields
w m
-i Qoc	 ^nm(ys'zs)Tnm(yf'zf)
	 i s °nmKnm ix f l 	(A68)(xf^Yf^zf)
	 2Lw 	 0 0 K a	
e
n=o m°o
	
n m nm nm
i"X:—V x
-iwt f
	c2	 f
	w( x f ,Y f pz f ,t f ) ° t ( x f ,Y f ,z f )e	 a	 (A69)
The w terms have the same functional form. Combining Eqs. (A68) and (A69)
and substituting into Eq. (3) in the body of the report yield for pressure
MWQo	 r
P(x f' Y f' z f' t f )
	2L LdLd	 0 O a K
1Fnm(yf'zf)'Fnm(ys'zs) 
x Y 2 I1 - M °nmKnmsg° (xf) J	n m nm xnm
	
L
n °o m°o
2	 imt
	
x exp iyc(d (°`nmKnmlr,f! - Mxf)7	 e	 f	 (A70)
Note, in taking the spatial derivative of 
elxfl
Alx I
ax e
	 f = sgn (xf)A eAlxl	 (A71)
where
x
sg, ( x f ) 
= Ixfl	 (A72)f
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Ear
as easily seen by rewriting two separate equations for exp Ajxj for x
i	 greater than zero and x less than zero. Finally. we transform to the tunnel
{	 coordinate system, noting that
x.xf +x s	xf.x - xs	(A73)
Y c y f ,	 z 0 z f ,	 t- t f	(A74-A76)
The resulting equation 1s Eq. (6) to the body of the report.
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Figure 1. - Advanced prop-tan instailations in NASA Lewis Research
Center 8x6tt Transonic Wind Tunnel.
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Figure 7. - Spectral response of a monopole of figure 6
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Figure 11. - Modal amplitude of propagating acoustic modes
for 1000 Hz monopole source.
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